Optimal Acquisition Settings for Speckle Tracking Echocardiography-Derived Strains in Infants: An In Vitro Study.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of frame rate and probe frequency on the accuracy of speckle tracking echocardiography-derived strain measurements in infants. An infant-sized left ventricle phantom with sonomicrometer crystals was made from polyvinyl alcohol. The examined stroke rates were 60, 120 and 180 strokes per min (SPM). Longitudinal strain and circumferential strain measurements were analyzed from a total of 1860 cine loops. These cine loops were acquired using two pediatric probes of different frequencies at both fundamental and harmonic imaging modes. Both probes were examined at different settings (in total, 30 different frame rate-frequency combinations). At optimal settings, both longitudinal and circumferential strain displayed high accuracy. Frequency settings did not have a consistent effect on accuracy, while low frame rates led to less accurate measurements. We recommend a frame rate/heart ratio >1 frame per second/beats per min, especially for circumferential strain.